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In the next to the last equation we shall change the order of integration,
cosRlk=cosRAvcosRA(k-v)

write

-sinRilvsinRil(k-v)

and use the following theorem from the theory of Fourier integralsl:
If f(x) is
a differentiable function in [a, 001, if /“(x0), x,, >a, exists, and if f (x)/x and f’(x)/%
are both absolutely integrable in [a, 0~11,then, as R-t 00,

Remembering

that both y-l and r;l are 0 (R-l), one finds

q1 (x, y, 2) = - 4v eY(Yetb)
The asymptotic

- q-’ TsinRilvdil

+O(R-I).

expansion of this integral is well known2 and we may write

pl(x, y, x) = - 2nv ev(Y+b)j/gsin@v-F-+0(+-).
If we can find a harmonic function v2 satisfying
asymptotic behavior

I., 2. and 4. and having the

p2(x, y, 2) = 2nveY(Yfb) ~&(Rv--j+o(+),
then
q.7,cosat$-y2sinat=-27rve”(y+b)
will be a solution,

GsinJRv-at-+)+O[+-)

The following function fulfils the requirementsa:
p2(x, y,z) =2~~ve”(y+~)J~(Rv).

We note in passing that v1 has the same asymptotic

behavior as

-22n,veY(Yfb)Y,,(Rv).
The final result is

v = a”[g.
(1954), using a derivation having some similarity to that used below
for the two-dimensional case, has found the following form for @:

HASKIND

Y
@(x,y,z,t)

=

t+*+2veYY

s

ydy-22nve

“(Y+b)YO(vR)]cosat +

co

(13.17’)

f2nveY(y+b)J,,(vR)sinot.
It is sometimes convenient to use the complex form for the potential,
with
IJJ((X,y, z) = +- + PV~~e’(Y+b)J,,(kR)

dk + i27tveY(Y+b)J0(vR),

y e-iOt,
(13.17”)

0

1 See, e.g. : S.BOCHNF,R,Vorlesungen
a See, e.g., A. ERD~LYI:
Asymptotic

3 See the first

Eq.

(13.7)

and

iiber Fouriersche
Integrale,
expansions,
p. 43. Dover,
G. N. WATSON:
Bessel functions,

Leipzig,l932,
ch. I and 5 8.
New York
1956.
p. 199. Cambridge
1949.
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for then Re v emint gives (13.17) and Im v e-’ rut the source potential for an outgoing wave with singularity of the form y-l sin ot. Eq. (13.17’) may be written
analogously. By deforming the path of integration in a familiar way one may
also express p’(x, y, x) in the form [cf. HAVELOCK (1942, 1955)]:
I(x,Y,z)=:-+~-~~~~cosh(Y+h)--ksink(y+(i)l~~h-

(13 ,,,,,)

0

- 2nve++b)YO(vR)

+i2nveY(Y+b)JO(vR).

1

*

In the analogous problem for finite depth F,one replaces 4. by 4’. yy (x, - 12,z)
=O and proceeds somewhat similarly. However, in order to satisfy 4’. it is
convenient to look for a solution in the form
where

@ (% Y, 2, t) = [y-l + Gil + Qlo(x, y, z)] cos 0 t + v2 (x, y, 2) sin g t,
Y; = (x - a)2 + (y + 2h + b)2 + (z - c)“.

Eq. (13.11) then becomes
Go = A, (k, 8) cash k (y + /?)
and (13.14), now more complicated because of y-1 and r,l, becomes
&(k,6)

=

2(k+v)e-khcosh~(b+h)

e-ik(acos++csine)

ksinhkh-vcoshkh

The final formula for the velocity potential is
@ 6% Y, z,t)
2 (k
+s(m,+v)e-

+ v) e-k h cash k (b + h) cash k (y + h)
Jo(kR)
ksinhkh-vcoshkh

n+, k sinh

dk

mO h cash m, (b + h) cash mn, (y + h)
---J,(m,R)
vh+sinh2mOh

where m, tanh m,h --Y =O, v =02/g.
be altered by using the identities
e-ff+oh sinh m, h
v h + sinh2 m,h
-

(13

Sinai!,

I
The form of the last term of (13.18) may

2e-mohcosh
2m,,h+sinh2m,,h

m, h
=

m. - v
mih-vzhF’

JOHN (1950, p. 95) has derived the following series for @, the analogue of (13.17”‘)

Q,(x, y, x, t) = 2 3-crm:2:k;:
-+; cash m, (y + 12)cash m, (b + h) x
0
x [Y,(moR)cosot-~J,(moR)sin~t]+

where mk, k >O, are the positive real roots of m tan mh + v = 0. Either expression
may also be given in complex form as in (13.17”).
Potential functions satisfying the condition (13.9), but with y-r cos at in 3.
replaced by a higher-order singularity have been given by THORNE (1953) and
HAVELOCK (195 5). In fact, THORNE gives a rather complete census of the possible
singular solutions for both two and three dimensions and for finite and infinite
depth. Included are series expansions as well as integrals. For infinite depth
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the general expression which includes (13.17) is
@(x,y

, x t t) =

pv

P,"ccosO)+I--)m
p+1

(n - Pi%)!

.I
0

q0,2+?l~*ek(Y+b,J
k-v

X cosm~cos~t+~-~2rrvn+1e~(Yi-b)

m

(AR)&

I

x

C13.20)

Jm(vR)cosmasinat,

where cos 0 = (y- b)/r, x =R cos a, z = R sin CI. Here
Legendre polynomials defined by

P,” are the

associated

The asymptotic behavior of (13.20) is given by
@(x

, y , 2 t t) =

-2nv”+‘e”(Yfb)~~sineR--t---~)

+0(i).

.L2)m+1
(n - w-2) !

It has been pointed out by both HAVELOCK (1955) and MACCAMY (1954) that
solutions can be constructed which vanish much faster than this at infinity. Let
the function of (13.20) be denoted by CD’,. Then cD~+I - Y (U - m + I)-1 Qp, is the
following function :
see
errata

P,“++,(cos
0)
1----pw

__-__ V
+?A---m+1

+(-q-+

P,m(cos
,~+1

0)

1 (-I)+#

ckl(-cos@l)
tqfl

+

(13.24)
~~~-$~@l~]cosmacosut,

i

where cos 0, = (y + b)/ ~,,rf=(x-a)2+(y+b)~+(~-c)~.
Fory=OandlargeR
these solutions are 0 (RYnwl) if m and s are both odd, 0 (RenT2) if one is even and
one odd, and 0 (RpNM3) if both are even. Although they have the form of standing
waves, they satisfy the radiation condition because they decrease so rapidly with
large R.
In addition to the papers cited above, one can find treatments of the submerged
source of pulsating strength in KOCHIN (1940), HAVELOCK (194.2), JOHN (1950,
p. 92ff.), where a detailed discussion is given for the case of finite depth, HASKIND (1944), and LIU (1952). The definition of the improper integral in (13.15)
and following is not always the same in these different treatments.
In some
cases the variable k is treated as complex and the path of integration deflected
around the singularity k =v by following a small semi-circle in the lower half
of the k-plane. The radiation condition is then automatically satisfied if one
writes @ in the complex form v eeiut, a, = v1 + i y,. Other treatments achieve
the same end by introducing a “fictitious viscosity” i,u which has the effect of
replacing the singularity at k = v by one at k = v + ip and thus placing the path
of Megration below the singularity. In the end one must find the limit of the
solution as j.6-+ 0. The fictitious viscosity has no relation to real viscosity and
may be considered a mathematical device to enable one to interpret an improper
integral in a suitable way (for the purpose it seems to be infallible).
Source and vortex of pulsating
strength
in two dimensions.
The
two-dimensional problem can be formulated analogously to (13.9), and solutions
found in a similar manner. The fundamental singularities will now be of the
form logrcosot,
r-“cosn@cosot
and r-“sinn@cosat,
n=l,2,
. . . . The
results are given in the paper of THORNE (1953) cited earlier. We shall follow
a different method here in order to illustrate the use of complex variables to
solve such problems.
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We shall consider simultaneously a source of strength Q and a vortex of intensity I’at the point c = a + i b, b < O. In the notation used at the end of Sect. 11,
we shall be looking for a function /(z, t) analytic in z and of the form
f(~,t)=[~~~log(~-c)+/~(2)]~0~~t+f,(~)sin~t,

Imc<O,

(13.22)

= fl (2) cos 0 t + fa (z) sin o t ,

i

where f,, and fa have no singularities in the lower half-plane. In addition,
must each satisfy the free-surface condiction (11.7) which we write
Im{f;(X-i0)

+ivfk(x-ii)}

=O,

k = 1, 2.

v =02/g,

fi and fz
(133)

Condition 4 of (13.9) will be taken in the somewhat stronger form,
Ifi1

IM

for

1.~ urn

lim I$[ =O,
y+-cc
The radiation condition becomes :

where m and M are given constants.
lim Re{f;&vfZ}

=O,

x-em

and

lilimRe{f;Fvfi}

=O.

Following a method apparently originally due to LEVI-CIVITA
19~3)~ but used frequently by KELDYSH
(1935),
KOCHIN
(e.g.,
(1947), LEWY
(1946) and others, we introduce the functions
&(4

=fi(z)

(13.24)

(13.25)
(see TONOLO,
1939),

STOKER

(f3.26)

fivfk(z)*

Then (13.23) becomes
ImA,(x

k = 1,2,

- i0) =O,

(13.27)

and (13.22) becomes: the two functions

A,(z) = A,(z) - qg

&

- v -w

log (Z - c)

and A,(z) are both regular everywhere in the lower half-plane. A function A (z)
with Im A (x- i0) =0 may be continued into the upper half-plane by defining
A (x + i y) = A (x - i y), y > 0, the bar indicating complex conjugate. Since A 2
is regular in the lower half-plane, the extended function will be regular in the
whole plane. In addition, one may derive easily from (13.24) that 1A,(z) I<
C 1x1+ D for sufficiently large 1zI : then, from the regularity of, A,, such an
inequality holds in the whole half-plane and hence in the whole plane after reflection. It then follows from a known generalization of LIOUVILLE’S
Theoremi
that A,(z) = a.z + b, where a and b are constants. It follows from (13.27) that
a and b are real. The differential equation
fi (z)

has the solution
fz(Z)

The condition

+

iv

fz (4

=

a z +

b

=Ce-“““-~z+$-~.

lim I fi I = 0 requires a = 0. Thus, finally
y----b0
fz(z)
= C, e--ivz + i B,,
B, real.

One may set B, =O without loss of generality. Incidentally, this provides a
proof of the theorem of STOKER and KELDYSH
mentioned earlier [shortly after

Eq. (41.6)1.
1

Chelsea,

See C. CARATH~ODORY:
New

York

Theory

of

functions of a complex variable,

1954.
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The function A,(z), after extension into the upper half-plane, will consist
of four singular terms plus a function regular in the whole complex plane, say
A,(z) :
A,(z) = ~A$? 21,+vF
log (2 - c) - ;;F
+c +
2na

+v&$og(z-C)

+A,@).

Since A, satisfies (13.27), and the four singular terms taken together also have
vanishing imaginary part for y =O, the, same must hold for A,. Hence A, must
have the same form as A,. Substituting the resulting expression for A, in (13.26))
one has a differential equation for fi (.z). The solution is

fi (2)= %

log (z - c) + q

log (x - C)-

r-iQ
e--ivz
ni
s’ *duu-z

+Cle-ivz+iBl,

where Bl is real and the path of integration is in the lower half-plane. As in the
case fz, we may set B,=O.
C, and C, must now be chosen to satisfy (13.25).
Making use of

one can show that
as x-++oo,
Q) e--iv(a--l)-iyC1e--iva-vCZe--iva+O(z-l)

f;+Yf2=-iYC~e-ivz+,C,e-iYa+O(z-1)
fi -vf2=-2i

(r-i

This gives

Cl=-(r-iQ)ei”“,

as

x-+-co.

C,=-i((r-iQ)eivE.

One may easily verify that this choice of C, and C, does produce outgoing waves.
If one makes the change of variable V(U - z).= -K (z - E) in the integral
term in fi and deforms the resulting path to Ox, one finds
z
_

e-ivz
s
Co

Substituting

see
errata

00
e;cy;z)

.?%du=pV
u--b

dk

+

,ie-iY(a-~).

s
0

this in the expression for fi, one finally obtains

Singularities of higher order may be found by differentiating
(13.28) with
respect to z. The expression for f’(.z, t) may be put into a somewhat different form
by using
co
I’-iQ
I
r-iQ
e--iW--c) dk.
FzcLz
2ni

Handbuch

der Physik,

Bd. IX.

Z-C

23.7

i

31
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Then
f’(,q t) =

(13.29)
-.v(r-iQQ)e-i~(z-“)sinot.

One may continue
(13.29)
f’“’ (& t) =

J

differentiating,

using either form for f’(z, t). Thus, from

I

_ y’”(- i)*--l (r - i Q) e--ivb--E)sin 0 t.

I

By setting r=O, z-c ==r ei(dn-@‘)==ir eeio (rather than the conventional
r ei,? in order to distinguish easily symmetrical from unsymmetrical solutions)
and taking the appropriate real or imaginary part, one finds the following formulas
for @(x, y, t) :
co
@(x,

y, t) =

&log

-;; -

;-

PVJ’“““‘,““”

f,(’

-

‘)

dk

cos

(T t -

1

0

- QeY(y+b)cosv(x - a) sinot,

see
errata

see
errata

(- 1)*-l Q
- mr
=PV

+

s

O3n 1 K+Y
k - kx-Y ek(yfb) cos k (x-a)

(- l)‘-’
(n - I)!

Qv~~“~+~~~osv(x - a) sinat,

(-IF1
(n-iT

Q PV
Tz

s

O" k 12- 1

2.

dk cos CJt 1
’

(13.31)

ek(y+b)sin k(x--a) dk cos CTt +
1

+ ‘-““-1.Qv’e”(:+“)sinv(x--)sinot.
(n-l)!

see
errata

In the formula for the logarithmic singularity r, may be eliminated and the coefficient of cos ot written as [see JOHN (2950, p. 200)]:
m
I
;$ogr+&PV/[*e
k(y+b)cosk(x-a)
++eek]dk.
0

For water of finite depth the method used above does not work as conveniently
because of the difficulty of formulating the boundary condition on the bottom,
Im f’(x -ih) =O, in terms of the function A (2). However, it can be done, yielding a differential-difference
equation for f(z) which can be solved by use of
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Laplace transformsi. The method used for the three-dimensional
problem
can also be carried through [see HASKIND (1942b), JOHN (1950), and THORNE
(1953)l.
It is convenient to separate the vortex from the source. The resulting functions are as follows:
vortex :
~(z,t)=[~.log(z-c)-~log(~-c,)k+v

e-khsinhk(k+b)sink(z--+fi)
-..____-ksinhkk-vcoshkk

- -; pVSmk

dk

__-

(13.32)

)
1

0
e-%hsinh

cosot-

m,,hsinh
nz,(k+b)
v h + sinh2m,

sin m,, (z--a+i
h

h)

----sirrot;

source :

k+v

e-khcosh

“ohsinh

k(h+b)
cos k(z--a+
ksinhkh-vcoshkh

m,, hcosh m,(h+b)
vh$sinh2mOh

ik)

cos vn, (z--a+i

h)

sinot.

Here cz=a - i b - 2i 12. The remark following (13.18) concerning the form of
the last term of that formula applies also here. The real part of either of these
gives the corresponding potential function.
For the source, the integral representation and the series representation
analogous to (13.19) are:
@(x, y, t) = [~~log$+~log+

L

see
errata

k+ve-khcoshk(h+b)coshk(y+h)cosk(x--a)
k s&h k h-v

-T

cash k h

1

0
sinh

- Qhzl;;

llzO h cash nz,(h + b) cash mO (y + k) cos m, (x --_____-vh+sinh2m,h

coshm,(y fk)

= Q$$!;v:+v

dk cosot1

,,;i:;-

a) sin

~ t

coshm,(b +Jz) sin [m, Ix---al -ot]

-

v cos mk (y + h) cos m,&(b+ h) e- mklx--alsin o t .

THQRNE (1953) gives the potential functions for the higher-order singularities
and the function for the logarithmic singularity in a form involving Y and pi
and hence more analogous to the one in (23.31). VOITSENYA (1958) has derived
the complex potential for a source-vortex situated in an infinitely deep fluid
of density el lying beneath another of density ez<el and of thickness d.
Source of constant
strength
in uniform
motion:
three dimensions.
We shall assume the source moving in the direction Ox with constant velocity
uo. Let (x, y, z) be coordinates in a system moving with velocity u. in direc1 Cf. S. BOCHNER:

Vorlesungen

iiber

Fouriersche

Integrale,

pp.

167-

168.

Leipzig
31*
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tion Ox and let the source be at (a, b, c), b< 0. Then, from Sect. 11, we wish
to find a function 91(x, y, z) satisfying
I.
2.

fpxx(% 0, 2) + v Ty(% 0,x) = 0,

3.

~,(%Y,Z) =++Yo(%Y>Z)>
where Al,,is harmonic in the region y<O,

4.
see
errata

except at (a, b, c) ,

dcp=o

5.

v = gl4,
(13.35)

lim gradpl =O,
ye-w
liymgrad v = 0.

For fluid of finite depth Iz, 4. is replaced by 4’. pY(x, - h, z) = a. Without condition 5, demanding vanishing of the motion far ahead of the source, the solution
would not be unique. The profile of the free surface is obtained from 17(x, z) =
u,,g-1 v%(x, 0, x). Strictly speaking, the solution of (13.35) will represent a sink,
i.e. a source of strength - 1. However, we shall continue to call such solutions
sources.
A solution to this problem may be obtained by methods very similar to those
used for the source of pulsating strength. The details will not be repeated, but
can be found in HAVELOCK
(1932),
SRETENSKII
(1937), KOCHIN (1937), LUNDE
(1951), PETERS and STOKER
(19579, TIMMAN
and VOSSERS (1955) and elsewhere.
The result is
ek b+b)

y(x, y,z) =+gdBPV~---s

c) sin 81 dk _

(13.36

0

hn

_ 4v

CDS [k (x - a) cos 81 cos [k (z kcos2@ -v

eu(y+bbe:a@
sin [v (x - a) set 81 cos [v (z -- c) sin 6 sec281 sec26 d6,

0

where

r”=(x-a)z+(y-b)z+(z-c)2,

rf=(x-~)~+(y+b)~+(~-c)~,

/

v=g/u,“.

The potential functions for higher-order singularities are unwieldy and will
not be given. The one corresponding to y-*-l P,(cos 0) can be easily obtained by
n-fold differentiation
with respect to y, if one remembers that
P, (cos 0)
yn+1

(-

1)s
n!

P
8y”

1

( Y )-

The dipole with axis in the direction Ox is obtained by differentiating
(13.36)
with respect to x and will be used later.
The velocity potential for a source moving in fluid of finite depth has been
calculated by SRETENSKII
(197) and by HASKIND
(1945 b). The form given
below is essentially that given by LUNDE
(1951)
:

y(x,y,z) =++,see
errata

03e--kh

- ;%PV/
0

0

6n
-4

e--koh

s

@o

cash k (y f h) [cash k (b + k) (k co@@ ~~+ v) - v]
kcoG@coshkh-vsinhkh

x

xcos[k(x-u)cosO]cos[k(z--c)sin@]dk-

sech k, It cash k, (y + h) [cash k, (b + k) (k, cm28
cos26 - v h sech2 k, h

’ (‘3’37)
+ v) -v]

x

x sin [k, (x - a) cos 61 cos [k, (z - c) sin 81 d6, ,
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where k, = k, (8) is the real positive root of
k,-vsec28tanhk,k

8,<6<8n,

=O,

whereG,= arccosj&if
vh=gh/ui<1,6,,=0if
vhzl.
Asbefore,r2=(x-~~a)2
+ (y--)2+(z--c)2
and r~=(~-a)~+(y+~h+b)2+(~-c)~.
We note that
k,(~)<vsec2~,ko(~)~-faaS8-t~~,k,(~)/vsec2~,_tIas~‘--f~~andk,(~)~vsec28
as h-t 00. In the double integral the principal value is necessary only for 6,<8<
Qn,, for the singularity does not occur in the denominator for 0 2 8< 82. The part
of the double integral with 0 56<6,, approach.es zero as x--f f 00, so that no
conrection is necessary in order to satisfy condition 5. This is the explanation
of the lower limit 6, in the second integral. In this integral the denominator
vanishes only at 6 = 6,. One may verify that the integral is convergent by
noting that
k, sin 279
k;(G) = co@ 6 - v h sech2 k, h
and rewriting it as an integral with respect to k,. When h-t oc), (13.37)
reduces
to a form of (13.36) in which r, is absorbed into the double integral.
For the stationary pulsating source the asymptotic form of the velocity
potential for large R was found in the course of deriving the potential function.
For the moving source of constant strength the asymptotic form is more difficult
to compute. Since the form of the free surface, 7 =gqj-‘pX(x, 0, Z) is of principal
physical interest, we shall discuss the asymptotic form of 9%instead of q~
Introduce cylindrical coordinates x - a = R cos a, z-c = R sin a into ‘the
x derivative of (13.36):

+ ~~ec*d@PV~ek(Y+b)
2c,,2 j-

,v(y+b)

kdk-

, (13.38)

0

O&n
secP6

{cos [v R sec26 cos (8 - CC)]+
+ cos [v R sec28 cos (~9+ N)] sec36 d8. I
For large R the first two terms taken together are 0 (Rm3). Apply the theorem
(13.16) to the integral with respect to k. This gives, after combining with the
second integral,
-

see
errata

sin[kBcos(@-cr)]+sin[kRcos(@+cr)]
k - vsec26

0

plx(R, CC,y) = 2~2Gec3 6 ev(y+b)secS8x
x {cos [v R se”,28 cos (6 - ct)] [+cos[vRsec26cos(t9+a)][-1

(13.39)

1 + sgn cos (8 - a)] +
+sgncos(@+ac)]}d@+O(R-l).

Since q~%is symmetric in cc, we consider only

02

as Z. We have for

I
05

pl,(R, CC,y) = - 4G ysecS@ e~(y+b)sec*6
x
&n-c4
x cos [v R sec26 cos (8 + ct)] CM + 0 (R-l) ,
and for Qn<as;n

vx(R,a,y)

=-4v2

6 cos [v R sec26 cos (8 + ct)] 118 7 sec36 eyMb) SeCP
0

+ Se@
79
.
0 t&3 6 eY(Y b)
cos [v R sec26 cos (8
ct)] d6 + 0 (R-l) I
_ 4v2uy’
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Consider the two integrals containing cos (8 +dc) and let
A=sec26cos(t9+u).
Then for 05~5

+Z the integral becomes
-cc

- 4v2

2 ev(Y+b)sec’@
-------cosvRildA.
sin(28+cc)
- 3sincc
s
0

If &n<x<~.,
the lower limit is cos a. In either case one may show that the
coefficient of cos vR3, is single-valued, continuous, absolutely integrable and
monotonically decreasing as a function of il. By integration by parts one may
then establish the following estimates as R + CO (cf. S. BOCHNER,
Vorlesungen
tiber Fouriersche Integrale, Leipzig, 1932, $3) :
for Oj a5 in
0 (R-2) ;
for +n<a<~
- 4v gGsin(vRcosor)

+O(R-2).

If ct = SZ,the two integrals in (13.40) combine to give
00

89
i

/

ev~Y+b~aa-$&cosvR~dl
- +n]

+O(R’).

Consider now the remaining integral in (13.40), and let
p(8) =sec28cos(G-u).
The integral takes the form
- 8v2

0
ey (y+b) sec*b_
sin (28

s

cosv

R/A

-,u)

+

-d,u.
3 sin

CL

cos a

The denominator

now becomes zero when
tan 6 = - $ cot CI[1 f 1/18G&],

(13.41)

an equation which has real roots when tan2u 5 g, i.e. when
<a<180”.

180"--19"28'...

When in < a < z - arc sin g = a,, the Fourier-integral
integral may be applied to give
4y ep(Y+b) sin t 2;;

estimate used for the other

‘d + 0 (R-2) .

When ~,<a< n, 8 is a two-branched function of ,u and the resulting two
integrals each have singularities at one of the limits. Thus the elementary method
of analysis used above can no longer be applied. However, a modification of
the method above can be carried throughl; the classical treatment is by the method
of stationary phase which is well discussed in STOKER (1957, Chap. 8).
1 See,

e.g.,

A.

ERDPLYI:

Asymptotic

expansions,

pp.

46-56.

Dover,

New
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The estimates already derived are of the same. order ‘as the remainder term
in (43.39). analysis of this term produces terms which cancel the terms in 1/R sin GI
already derived, thus removing an apparent singular behavior near the x-axis
The asymptotic form for the surface q (R, a) above a source of strength m
i.e.
- m/y) is as follows:
(
for 0 5 a < 76- arc sin Q = u,
q(R a) =o(WY);

for CI= CI,
v(R,cr,)

(13.42)

=4+~$r(:)~(vR)-be~Y~cos($vR)+O((vR)-8);

for a,< cr.< 7c

for CC= 7r
r](R~~)=-4~~~(vR)-~eYbco~(~R-~;Z)+~((v~)-1).
Here 6, and S,>& are the two roots (13.41) and ,ul(<O) and ~z<~l the corresponding values of see26 cos (8 - R). As CI+- CI,, Gi,--f arc tan + 12, ,ui --f - + 13 ;
as ~137~~ 6,-+0,p1-+-I,
6,-++n,
rug-+- co. In order to have some idea of
the form of the free surface far behind the source, one may graph the curves
vR,uJu)-;a=-2mc,

vR,uu,(oc) +$5r=-221237,

n>

0,

showing the traces of the wave crests in the region
3-c-arcsin*<cr<3r+arcsin+.
This gives the well known pattern shown in Fig. 1 a. The first equation gives the
transverse waves, the second one the diverging waves. The wavelength along
u =‘z is 27rlv and along the boundary lines 4n 1/3//3v. The expansion is not suitable in the region near the boundary lines u =uC. As a -+ u,, a >a,, the term
[1 - 9 sin2 a]&-+ 0 and the amplitudes become infinite. A special investigation
of the region near u = CC,is necessary and shows (vR)-f as leading term ; 17may be
expressed in terms of Airy functions [cf. &SELL
(1960)].
Essentially the same pattern is produced by a moving concentrated pressure
on the free surface; it .was first analysed by KELVIN (1906 =Papers, Vol. IV,
pp. 407-413).
The asymptotic behavior for moving pressure distributions has
been extensively studied [e.g., HOGNER (1923), TETUR~ INUI (1936), PETERS
(1949), BARTELS and DOWNING (1955)]. LAMB (1926) has given the asymptotic
form of the surface over a moving submerged dipole. The form of the surface
near the moving dipole has been investigated by HAVELOCK (1928), who gives
traces of the profile on planes a = const for several values of a between &z and z
(the radial lines of Figs. 1 b and c) and for 1bv 1= & and 4. HAVELOCK’S computations were later used by WIGLEY (1930) to produce the contour curves shown in
Figs. 1 b and c.
A similar analysis may be made for (13.37), a source moving in fluid of finite
depth. For a moving pressure distribution the problem has been treated by
HAVELOCK (1908) and TETURa INUI (1936). The pattern is modified as follows.
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If .A > 1, the pattern
is qualitatively
like that for h = co. However,
the wedge
within
which the disturbance
is chiefly contained
has a wider aperture
and as
vh-+l the aperture
approaches
~TC radians on each side of the line of motion.

b
Fig. 1 a-c.

c

In addition,
the wave length of the transverse
wave system increases and approaches infinity
as vh-t 1. When vhz 1, the transverse
wave system is missing
completely,
but diverging
waves still occur in a wedge of aperture
varying
from
TL to 0 as vh--+O. [See also EKMAN (1906), who has considered
the free surface
over a dipole on a flat bottom.]
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Fig. 2 from

(1908)
shows the half-angle of the aperture.
gone further in this type of problem. He has derived the
potential for a source situated in a fluid of density el and depth h, bounded below
by a plane, over which is lying another fluid of density e2< er, extending infinitely
far upwards. The lower fluid moves with velocity cr, the upper with velocity c2
in the same direction. He also finds the asymptotic behavior of the solution.
Singularities
of constant
strength
in uniform
motion:
two dimensions. For submerged sources and vortices in two-dimensional
motion the
comnlex-variable method used for the nulsating source may again be applied.
For ,;nfinitely deep fluid, the computation
has been carried out in this way by
KE~DYSH
and LAVRENT’EV
(1937) and
KOCHIN
(1937) ; a detailed exposition is
given in the textbook of KOCHIN,
KIBEL’
and ROZE (1948, Chap. VIII, $19). HAVELOCK
(1927)
and SRETENSKII
(1938) have
treated the problem by different methods.
The complex velocity potential for a combined source of strength Q and vortex of
intensity r at c = a + i b, b < 0, is given by
KOCHIN

f(z) = w

HAVELOCK
(1938~)
has

log (z - c) - G

log (z - C)+ q

eMivx/*-

u--c

du ,

=~log(,-,)-~log(z-r)-2(r-iQ)em-i~(~-r)+
I r--iQ
ni

see
errata

e-i,,p

;fidu
U-.I
-co

, ’ (13.43)

see
errata

The, real velocity potential for, say, a submerged source can be obtained from
any of these equations. The last one gives a form analogous to (13.36):
q(% Y) =&log~+&logr,+
‘ek

+ $vJ

I
(Y fb)

cos k (x -

a)

k-v

(13.44)

dk +Q eY@tb)siny(x - a).

0

Higher-order singularities can be obtained by differentiating (13.43). The complex
velocity potential for a dipole of moment M and axis in the direction eia is given by
iMv
7c

e- ja e--ivr

eivu&,
s
00

U--F

00

?;!f!$!

dk -
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If in the last term of the first equation of either (13.43) or (13.45), one makes
use of the identity

it is not difficult to see that this last term is equivalent to a distribution of dipoles
on the ray from C to -CO parallel to the x-axis. The moment density and axis
can be determined for the three cases, source, vortex and dipole, by comparison
of the integrand with the first term of (13.45).
For the case of finite depth the complex velocity potential has been calculated
by TIKHONOV
(1940) and is also given by HASKIND
(1945a) for both source
and vortex. We give separately source, vortex and dipole:
source :
f(z) =&log(z-cc)
see
errata

+&log(z-cc,)

+

+~PV~~e-khvsin~~“,‘“k~o~~kh
i
_ ~~.” ~%+&~!I.
sin k, (2 _ a + i Jf,);
ko
0
vortex :

sin2+k(z--a+ih)dR--

’

(‘3a46)

f(z) =~-log(z-c)--~~log(“-Ce)see
errata

dipole :
f (2) = - -!
see
errata

;;

- g

_ $

PV/yk

e2-

+ v) eehh

_
eia sin k (z - c) + e--ia sin k (,z - c2)
------dk+
v sinh k h - k cash k h

’ (13.48)

0

I viM
2

eiacosko(z-CC)

+ e-iacosk,(z-cc,)
v h - cosh2 k, h

Here c2= a - i b + 2ih and the last summand in each of (13.46) to (13.48) is
to be deleted if oh = gh/c2 5 1; k, is the positive real root of y sinh k h - k cash k h = 0,
which exists only if vh > 1.
Asymptotic form of these functions as x--f - COis easily seen to be given
by double the last term in each expression. When vh< 1, the disturbance is
only local, a fact which corresponds to the absence of transverse waves behind
the three-dimensional source for v h,< 1.
KOCHIN
(1937a, b) has derived the complex velocity potential when fluid of
density ez overlies the fluid of density ei> e2 containing the singularity. The
lower fluid may be of infinite or finite depth; the upper one is taken infinitely
deep. Their velocities may be different.
Source of variable
strength,
starting
from rest and following
an
arbitrary
path.
Consider now a source whose position and strength at time
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Let m(t) =0 for t<O.
are given by (a(t), b(t), c(t)) and m(t), w h ere b(t)<O.
The conditions to be satisfied by the velocity potential @(x, y, Z, t) are
820

1. d@=o,

6% Y, 4 =i=(a(t), b(t), c(t)),

Y<O,

2. @tt (x, 0, 2, t) + g @y (% 0, 2, t) = 0,
3. CO(x, y, Z, t) = m(t) y-r + @,,(x, y, Z, t), QO harmonic everywhere in y < 0,
4. lim grad @ = 0 for all x, z and
5. :$i$$ad
@ = o for all t,

t,

6. di(x,o,z,~)=~~(x,~,z,~)=~.
Here r2 = (x - a(t))2 + (y - b (t))2 + (z - c(t))“,
If one assumes a solution in the form

R2 = (SV- a(t))” + (2 - c(t))“.

see
errata

where Y: = (x - a)2 + (y + b)2 + (.z- c)~, then @i must be harmonic in y<
satisfy 4, 5., 6. and

0

and

It follows from the conditions that, for t< 0, @i = const, which we may take as
zero. Let $ be the Laplace transform of d)l:

~5~(x, y, z, s) = Teest Dl (x, y, z, t) dt.
0

Then C& is a harmonic function in y< o satisfying 4. and 5. for each s and also,
after making use of 6., the condition

s2~l(x,0,z,s)+g@&(x,0,z,s)=-2g~e-stm(t)b(t)

[(x-u)2+ba+(z-c)2]-~at.

0

Since

+2g~e-Stm(t)(y+b(t))[(x-~)2+(y+b)2+(z-c)2]-~dt
0

is a harmonic function in y< o vanishing on y = 0 and at infinity, it is identically
zero. Making use of (13.12) differentiated with respect to y and changing the order
of integration, one obtains

s2$.(% Y, 2, s) +
= $ [k

g ql(%

dk rdt eestm(t) ek(y+b)j

0
=

2g

y, 2,s)

0

rkdk
0

a,@ eik[(x--a)cosB+(e--c)sin6]

--n

rate+”
ii

m(t) ek@fb)Jo(k [(x - a)” + (z - c)“]“).

The solution for $ is
co
5&c,

y, 2, s) =

2g

s

0

dk -L
s2-I-

co

dt ePtm(t) ek(y+b)J,(kR(t)).

g k
Ii
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Making use of the convolution theorem and the fact that (s2+gk)-l is the transform of (gk)-4 sin (gk)i t, one may find the original function or (x, y, ,z,t) :
@r(x, y, x, t) = 2oTdk (g k)dojdtsin

[(g k)%(t - z)] m(t) ek(yfb(t))JO(kR(~)).

For fixed t one may easily verify, using known properties of the Fourier-Bessel
transformr, that Q1 is o(R-g) and hence that 5. is satisfied. One has then the
result
@(x,y,z,t)=gt

--$

$ 2Jdk(gk)hSdam(r)
0

0

sin[(gk)b (t-

t)]X

xek(y+bVO(kW))

(13 49)

m (4
=p--$$+~~>G.~k(gk)~fdrm(-c)sin[(gk)~(t--r)]x
y (4
Ii
--n 0

see
errata

,X

’

ek[y+b(t)+i(x--a(t))cosB+i(s-c(r))sin8].

I

By a more refined analysis of the behavior for large R [cf. STOKER (1957, pp. 190
to 191)] one may establish that @ is O(R-2) and QR and GY are O(R-3) as R-t co.
For some time t > to 2 0, one may write @ in the form
@(x, y, z, t) = 2Jdk
0

(gk)i fdrm(r)
ci

sin [(gk)a (t - z)] ek[yfb@)lJO(kR(r))

9%(4
r (4

+

$)) + 2pk (gk):Iirm(r
+ to) sin [(gk)h(t-to-r)]
i,
0
x ek[y+b(t+to)lJO(kR (r + to)) = G2 (x, y, x, t) + C&(X, y, z, t) .

+

x

Here the first summand @, represents the effect at time t > to of the action of
thesource from t = o to t = to. The remaining terms, Cp,, are the same as (13.49)
with t measured from to (m (t) = m (t - to + to), etc.), and show the effect at time t
of the action of the source from t = to to t = t. (This is, of course, what one would
expect from the linearity of the problem and the fact that the choice of t =O is
arbitrary.) When t = to, G3 reduces to

+‘n(44 m(to)
yPO) XT’

Thus

(D3(X,o,Z,to)=o.

This fact provides a basis for HAVELOCK’S
procedure in similar problems, a
procedure originating with KELVIN
in the treatment of moving,,pressure distributions. The idea is roughly as follows. Divide the path of the source into small
segments of time span d t. If At is small enough, the effect of gravity upon, the
fluid motion produced by the source during this time interval w>ill.be negligible,
and one may take the boundary condition at the free surface to be @ = O. The
distortion of the surface resulting from the action of the source during this short
interval is found and the future behavior of the distortion computed while taking
account of gravity. Summing over all At and taking the limit leads to the potential function.
1 Cf.

G.N.

WATSON:

Bessel

functions,

p 14.41.

Cambridge

1944.
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The expression (13.45) has been essentially given by HASKIND
(1946b) and
BR~RD (1948a). Special choices of m(t) and of the motion of the source lead to
cases similar to those treated earlier. Thus, if m(t) =m cos at and (a, b, c) is
fixed, one has the potential function for a stationary source of oscillating strength,
starting to oscillate at t =O. Carrying out the t integration and taking a limit by
using, say, the Fourier Integral Theorem (13.16) allow one to derive (13.17).
‘The radiation condition is automatically satisfied. The velocity potential for
finite values of t may be written in the form

The leading term in the asymptotic expansion of the last summand gives the last
summand of (13.17).
If one takes m(t) =m =a constant, a(t) =a0 +zl,t, b(t) ==bO, c(t) =co, one
obtains the velocity potential for a source suddenly brought into existence at
t =O and moving with constant velocity in the direction Ox [cf. LUNDE (2951,
p. IS)]. A limit as t -+ 90 will give (13.36), the proper boundary conditions at
infinity being again automatically satisfied. For finite t the velocity potential
in a coordinate system moving with velocity u. in direction 0 x (X = x-u0 t, so
that @(x, y, z, t) = q@, y, x, t)) is given by
y (3, y, 2, t) = 7 - -; +
t

I

+ ~~&3fik
--n 0

(g k)h ekb+bo+iw(@)l dzsinz(gk)geiku~zCOS9, ’
s

(43.51)

co(@)=(~-~o)cos$~(z-co)sin~.~

The two cases just discussed may be combined by choosing m(t) =m cos at
and a(t) =ao+uot,
b(t) =b,, c(t) =co.
The modification of (13.51) is simple:
a factor cos at must be put with the first two terms and a factor cos o(t - z)
put at the end of the integral. The asymptotic form as t --+~a can again be found
by use of the Fourier Integral Theorem (13.16) or simple modifications. However, if the resulting formula is written out as principal-value integrals plus
other terms, the expression is very unwieldy; it may be found in HAVELOCK
(1958). Use of complex integrals allows one to compress the formula. Let
v(Z,y,z,t)

=mcosat(~--~)+mRee-“G”~o,

plo=pll+ipl,.

Then
tn

gq, = ++B[~kF(&
0

0

F(8, k) =

k) + $+i%J’dk
Y
L
k eA [yfh+

F(6, k) + ~/t#j-dkF(&
!Jn La

i (B-6) ~0s 01 cos [k (,z - c,,) sin 81
,
gk-((o+kuOcos8)2
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z = uuoo/g,

Y=
0

4
v

4
=I

1
0

if

z<$

arccos&

if

z 2 L

0

4’

4

k,

.

rk

=,

-

This potential has been derived by HASKIND (1946a), BRARD
NAOKA (1953), SRETENSKII (1954), the last with an unfortunate

,k

w

(1948a, b), HAmistake in sign

Fig. 3.

in one term, EGGERS (1957), and HAVELOCK (1958). HANAOKA,BRARD,EGGERS,
and SRETENSKII have each considered the asymptotic form of the surface for
large R. Fig. 3 shows, qualitatively (cf. BECKER 1958) the curves of equal phase,
say the crests, for the various systems of waves formed. The patterns must be
completed by reflection in the x-axis.
Motion of a source on a circular path of radius D may be treated by taking
a = D cos ot, c = D sin at in (13.49). For constant m this problem has been
considered by SRETENSKII (1946a, b, 1957), HAVELOCK (1950), and STOKER
(1957).
One may derive a formula analogous to (13.49) when the source moves in
the presence of both a horizontal bottom at y = -h and a free surface. The
derivation may be carried out along lines similar to those used in deriving (13.49).
The resulting velocity potential is [cf. LUNDE (1951, p. 32)]

xcoshR(y

+h) Jo(kR(t))dh

t

x

.I”

0

dzsin[(t-zt)

f2

jk~gk~~bof$%!&=!zp
ii
vgk tanh kh]
~ m (z) coshK(h+b(r))
J&R(r)),

’
]

(43.53)
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+ b (t))2 + (z - c(t))” .

Two-dimensional formulas corresponding to (13.49) and (13.53) may also be
derived. They are as follows, with the source and vortex separated for finite
depth :
infinite depth:
fez t) = __-W
+ i Q (4 log (2 - c (t)) + DSe’“’
log (z - C(i)) +
,
2ni

depth h, source :
f(z,t) =Glog(*-cjl))+%log(z-E((t)
+ Q(t) m e--kh
-l’kcbshkhcoshk(W
n

+2itQ)

+h)

+

cosk(z-a(t)

+ih)dk) (13.55)

0

depth h, vortex :
/(z,t)=slog(z-c(t))--log(z-F(t)
+ z!$ f&i&

xsin[J@ktanhkh(t-r)]dt;
+2ih)

+

sinh k (b (t) + h) sin k (z - a(t) + i h) 1 (13.56)

0

-- g i[y$;?&
n

d k f r(z) sinh k (b (7) + h) sink (z-u (7) + i h) x
i
-___xsin[//gktanhkh(t--)]dk.
Higher-order singularities may be generated by taking derivatives with respect
to Z. One may transfer to moving coordinates, etc., just as in the three-dimensional
case [see HAVELOCK (1949) for (13.54) in moving coordinates].
The velocity
potential for a steadily moving source of pulsing strength in two dimensions h&s
been given by HASKIND (1954, p. 23 ff.), who also gives the asymptotic expressions
for large values. of f x. When -c<$, there exist one wave far ahead of the moving
source propagating in the same direction and three far behind, one propagating
in the same direction and two in the opposite direction; when t > $, there exist
two waves far behind propagating in the opposite direction. The analysis for
finite depth has been given by BECKER (1956).
1’4. Some simple physical solutions. In this section we consider periodic waves
in an ocean of infinite horizontal extent, either infinitely deep or with a horizontal bottom, in canals, and at an interface. The linearizing parameter E of
Sect. 10a may be taken to be the ratio of amplitude to wave length.
a) Stand&g waves in. an. ilzjinite ocean. It is appropriate to the physical problem
to require that the motion remain bounded everywhere.
C,onsider first two-dimensional motion. Then, from Sect. 131, the only solutions: of the form @ = pl cos (at + Z) are given by
@(~,y,t)=ae~Ycos(~~+a)cos(at+~),

v = 02/g
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for infinite depth, and
@(~,y,t)=acoshm,(y+h)cos(m,x+d~)cos(~~++),

(14.2)

m,tanhm,h-v=O,

I

for finite depth.
The corresponding forms of the free surface are given by
see
errata

q~(x,t) =Acos(vX+a)sin(ot+z)

and

r(~,t)

=Acos(m,x+a)sin(at+z),

respectively. These represent standing
Sect. 7. We recall that m, >v.

a

Fig.4a

waves according to our definition

and b.

in

b

It is of interest to examine the streamlines and the paths of the individual
fluid particles. The streamlines of the motion can be easily found from

dY ydx= ax - cot (vx + lx)

and

respectively.

dy
-=-$=--tanhm,(y+h)cot(m,,x+a),
dx
x
The streamlines are then
ey(Y-Ym)1sin (v x + CC)
1= 1

and
sinhm,(y+h)(sin(m,x+a)(=sinhm,,(y,+h),

O&y,Zh,

(14.3)

for infinite and finite depth respectively; here ym is the lowest point of the streamline. If the fluid is infinitely deep, the streamlines are all congruent. Fig. 4a shows
three of them for a quarter wave length and a =O, v = 1. The vertical line x = 0
is also a streamline. If the fluid is of finite depth, the streamlines vary with
depth. Fig. 4b shows streamlines corresponding to ym =O, - 0.5, - 0.9 for IX=O,
h = 1, m, = 1. The horizontal line y = - 1 and the vertical line x = 0 are also
streamlines.
Since the streamlines are time-independent,
they also contain the curves
for the trajectories of individual particles. However, the trajectory of an individual
particle will be an oscillating motion of small amplitude along a segment of the
streamline passing through the point. Thus, in Fig. 4 b the particles on the bottom
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simply oscillate back and forth about an equilibrium position, those directly
beneath a crest, i.e. at x = 0, oscillate vertically, etc. In view of the infinitesimalwave approximation used in this chapter the streamlines have physical significance
for only a small distance above the equilibrium free surface, y =O.
In order to investigate, at least approximately, the behavior of the trajectories
more fully, we’ may replace the actual trajectory by its tangent at an average
position, say (x0, y,,), an approximation consistent with the assumptions made
in linearizing. Then the equations describing the trajectory become (setting
cr=z=o)
dx
dy =aveVYocosvxOcoscrt
dt
- aveYYosinvxOcosot,
dt=
for infinite

depth, and
dx
dt

=-uam,coshm,(y,+h)sinm,xOcosot,

dy = a m, sinh m, (yO+ h) cos m, x cos o t
-.dt

Fig. 5.

for finite depth.

The approximate

x = xO-aaa-lveYY~sinvxOsinat,
for infinite

trajectories are then
y=y,+aa-lveYY~cosv~Osinat

(14.4)

depth, and
x=x,-aa”-lm,coshm,(y,+h)sinm,xOsinat,
y=y,+aa~lm,sinhm,(y,+h)cosm,x,sinat

(14.5)

1

for ‘finite depth. For infinite depth, the amplitude of oscillation drops off very
rapidly as depth of the equilibrium position increases, the ratio of the amplitude
at depth y,, to the amplitude at the free surface being e”Yo. The same ratio for
the !caseof finite depth is
smh2 llzO (y,, + n) + sins m, x,,
sinha q, h + sin2 m, x7

see
errata

see
errata

’

Thus, on the bottom, when y,, = - 12,the amplitude is zero under the crests and
maximum under the nodes. As is evident from the equations of the trajectories,
the ‘path lines of particles on the free surface are approximately as in Fig. 5.
In order to explain the apparently inconsistent behavior at the nodes one mus.
go to a higher approximation than the linearized theory used in this chaptert
Let us now consider three-dimensional solutions. The standing-wave solutions
are of the form
@(x, y, z, t) = e”Yx(x, y) cos (at + z)

for finite

depth,

0 (x, y, Z, t) = cash m, (y + h) x(x, 2) cos (at + z)

for finite depth,

or
where x(x, Z) is a solution of
d,~+v2~=0

or

d,X+m,X=O,

respectively, regular everywhere in y _I 0.
Handbuch

der Physik,

Bd. IX.
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Two particular cases are of especial interest. The first corresponds to separation of variables in rectangular coordinates [see (13.5) and (13.6)]. The solutions
are
@(x,y,z,t)
=ae ~yCOS(klx+a)cos(k,z+y)cos(ot+z),
(14.6)
see
k~+k~=v2=a2/g,
I
errata
for infinite

depth, and

@((x, y, z, t) = acoshm,(y+h)
k; + k; =m;,

cos (k,x+a) cos (k,z+y)
m,tanhm,k--v=O,

cos (crt+T),
1

(14.7)

for finite depth. The other solutions result from separating variables in polar
coordinates [see (13.7) and (13.8)]. They are
@(R,a,y,t)
for infinite

=ae”yJn(vR)cos(%a+6)cos(at+z),

n =o, I, . ..)

(14.8)

depth, and

@(R,a,y,t)=acoshm,(y+~)G)(m0R)cos(~cc+6)cos(at+z),
n =o, 1, . ..)

i

(14.9)

for finite depth. The form of the free surface may be found immediately from
Z, t)/g. These are all standing waves.
q(X,Z,t)=--t(%O,
The streamlines and path lines may be found for these two cases with no
special difficulty. For the first case for finite depth the streamlines are the intersections of the surfaces
Isink,xlke=C,Isink2zlkf,
(14.10)
Isink,xsink,zlsinhm,(y
+k) = C,. i

see
errata

The vertical lines, x = 9 n/k,, z = qn/k2, passing through the maxima and minima
are streamlines. The points on the vertical lines x = (fi + i) n/k,, x = (q + *) n/k2
passing through the sattlepoints are all stagnation points. The projection on
y = 0 of the field of streamlines is indicated
qualitatively by Fig. 6. The behavior in
a projection on a vertical plane is similar to that for two-dimensional motion.
In the second case above one may
easily visualize the streamlines for the case
of pure ring waves, x = 0. For finite depht
they are given in a plane a = const by
Fig. 6.

m,RJ,(m,R)sinhm,(y+h)=C,

(14..11)

together with the vertical lines at the zeros of J, (m,R). The behavior of the
curves is qualitatively similar to that of the two-dimensional case.
In both cases approximations to the path lines can be found as in the twodimensional case.
/3) Progressive waves in a?zinfinite ocean. By talcing the proper linear combinations of the standing-wave solutions one may obtain progressive waves. Thus,
adding
d)l=aeYYcosvxcos~t
and @2==aevysinvXsinot,
one obtains
@=aeYYcos(vx--Ot)
(14.12)
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which represents a progressive wave moving to the right with velocity

where il = 2 z/v is the wavelength. Subtracting yields a progressive wave moving
to the left. If one takes the coefficient in Q1 as a, and in Qz as a,, the sum may be
written
@=~eVY[(al+a,)cos(vx-O~)

+(a,-a,)cos(vx+ut)].

This is a superposition of two progressive waves of different amplitudes, one
moiring to the left and one to the right. If a, = a2, a pure progressive wave is
obtained; if a2 = 0, one obtains again a standing wave, as a superposition of two
progressive waves moving in opposite directions.
For water of finite depth lz the corresponding expressions for @ may be
obtained by replacing eyY by cash m,(y +lz) and v by m,. The phase velocity
(14.14)
As ‘12--f CO,the velocity approaches that obtained above for deep water. In fact,
if lz/L >0.2,
the velocity is already within 0.1 of the value for deep water. c is
an increasing function of a, but cannot increase indefinitely as in the case of infinitely deep water, for (14.14) implies
c<l/gh.

(14.15)

The streamlines for the progressive wave moving to the right are given by
e”YIsin(vX-cr$)l=C

and

sinhm,(y+FY)~sin(m,x-oa)l=C

(14.16)

for infinite and finite depth, respectively. At a given instant
same shape relative to a crest as the streamlines for a standing
since they are time-dependent, the path lines for particles do not
lines. The path lines may be found approximately for a particle
position (x0, yO) from the equations

t these have the
wave. However,
lie on the streamwith equilibrium

This approximation is consistent with the assumptions made in linearizing
boundary condition, as can be seen by assuming a solution in the form
x(t) = xg + 8 x, (t) + * ’ * )

YV) =Yo-tFYl(4

the

+...,

where F = aov/2n g for infinite depth and E = aam&n
g for finite depth, substituting in the exact path equations, and retaining only first-order terms.
For infinite depth the particle trajectories are given by
x=xg-av~-~e~Y~cos(vx~-ut),

y=y,-aa~-ler’yosin(,x,-ot).

(14.17)

The particles follow circular orbits of radius avo-r e”yo about the equilibrium
position (x0, y,,) ; at the top of the orbit they are moving in the same direction
as the wave. The orbital velocity is av eyyo, so that the motion dies out quickly
as IyO1 increases; for example, at a depth of one wave length the velocity and
orbit radius are only aiF the value at the free surface. Although the particles
at the crest of a wave are moving in the same direction as the wave, their velocity
is not necessarily the same and is, in fact, much smaller in view of the assumed
smallness of E = (av/c) (v/2 n) .
32*
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For finite depth the orbits are elliptical with the major axis horizontal:
x=x,--anz,o-lcoshm,(y,+k)cos(m,x--o),

(14.18)
i
The particles again trace the orbit in a clockwise direction except that on the
! bottom they simply oscillate along a horizontal segment. Fig. 7 from RUELLAN
and WALLET
(195 0) shows the path lines for a variety of cases of superposed waves.
The topmost picture shows the orbits for a pure progressive wave moving to the
right. The bottom picture is a superposition of progressive waves of equal amplitudes moving in opposite directions, i.e. a pure standing wave: The intermediate
cases show superpositions with varying ratios of the amplitudes. The intermediate
cases are instructive in that not only path lines, but also streamlines are visible.
Since the progressive-wave solutions are steady with respect to a coordinate
system moving with the wave, it is clear that we could have obtained a steadystate solution as a small motion superposed upon a uniform flow. If we take a
complex velocity potential in the form
y=y,-aam,o-lsinhm,(y,+h)sin(m,x-o~).

F(z) = - c 2 + f (2) .

(14.19)

Then [see Eq. (21.6)] f must satisfy
Re{igf+c2f’}=0

for y=O

and either 1f’ 1--f o as y -+ - COor Im f’ = 0 for y = - h. The solution for the first
case, infinite depth, is given by
f = a e--ivz = aeVY[cosYX--~sinYX],
v = g/c”.
(14.20)
The solution for the finite-depth

case is given by

f =acosm,(z fik)
=a[cosm,xcoshm,(y+h)

-~sinm,xsinhm,(y+k)],

1

(14.21)

where m, must satisfy
Gm,--gtanhm,h

=O.

The same relation is found in (14.14). A real solution does not exist if G/g12 > 1
and in this case there is no wave-like motion consistent with the linearized theory.
The streamlines, identical here with the path lines, are obtained from
-CY

+y(x,

Y) =o.

One may replace this equation, consistently with the linearization
[cf. (10.18)], by
- CY +y(% Yo) =o,
where y,, is the mean height of the streamline.
given by
y=-~sinhm,(y,+h)sinm,x,

assumptions

Thus, for finite depth, they are
(14.22)

an easily constructed family of curves. In the foregoing we have tacitly taken a
to be real. However, it may be complex and thus include waves of different phase.
We note finally that (14.8) or (14.9) allow one to construct waves progressing
like the spokes of a wheel. However, outwardly progressing waves can be constructed only when the solution involving Y, is used, and this has a singularity
at the origin.
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a

b

c

d

Fig. 7 a--g.
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y) Periodic waves in rectalzgular canals. Let us suppose that
tained between
the planes z =0
and x =d.
Then the velocity
satisfy the additional
conditions

Sect.

the fluid
potential

@a(~, Y, 0, t) = @z(x, Y, 4 4 = 0.

Since k,2 + ki = v2 or rnt, there

P&=1,2

respectively.

Hence,

for frequencies

or
below

waves discussed
condition
(14.4)
for k, must now

)....

can be no solution

n<Ti

is conmust

(14.23)

This condition
is automatically
satisfied by the two-dimensional
in 14a, so that they present no special interest here. However,
does restrict the three-dimensional
solutions
(14.6) and (14.7),
satisfy (taking y = 0).
k&f<-,

14.

periodic

in x unless

m,d
?G ,

n<

a certain

critical

frequency

a,, where
(14.25)

for infinite
or finite depth respectively,
there
standing
waves in a canal.
Let us form a three-dimensional
progressive
by adding standing-wave
solutions :
@(x,y,z,t)
The velocity

can exist
wave

no three-dimensional

in a canal

=acoshm,(y+~)cosk,zcos(k,x-crt),

of the progressive

of finite

depth

k, = nz/d.

wave is given

by
(14.26)

As in the case treated
above, there can
waves unless o >o,.
However,
if they
velocity of two-dimensional
waves of the
One may define similarly
a sequence

when

o~<o<o~,+,,

k types

exist no three-dimensional
progressive
exist, their velocity
is higher than the
same frequency.
of critical frequencies
or, 02, . . . , where

of three-dimensional

waves are possible

with

n =

1, 2, . . . ) k.

8) Waves at an interface.
Let us now suppose that two fluids are present, one
lying over the other.
Variables
referring
to the upper and lower fluids have
subscripts
2 and 1 respectively.
From (10.7)
and (10.8) the linearized
boundary
conditions
for a small disturbance
are
j
@lly = @2y,
(14.27)
e1[@1ltt
f&T @l,!
= e2 [@2tt
+s
@BYI, i
both
shall

equations
to be satisfied at the equilibrium
position
consider several typical problems.
Let the upper fluid fill the region y >O, and the lower
We require of a solution
that
Igrad

@rl --f o

as

y+-co

and

Igrad@,/+

of the interface.
fluid
as

the region
Y-+$-f=.

We
y<O.
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In looking for a standing-wave solution, one may, following Sect. 14a, take
@~=a,emYp(x,z)cos(at+t),

@2=a2e-mYp(x,~)~~~(at+t),

where the relation between a, and a2 and nz and a is to be determined by (14.2 :7),
and CJJsatisfies
d,p +m2g, =o.
The first Eq. (14.27)

gives immediately

that

a,+a,=O.

The second one gives the relation
a2=l_ez,g.

(14.28)

e1+ ez

The equation of the interface may be obtained from (10.8):

Since a, = - a2, there is a discontinuity in u (and w if the motion is three-dimensional) as one crosses the interface.
The special choices of ‘p(x, Z) made in Sect. 148 may, of course, also be made
here. In particular, one may make progressive and standing waves. If one forms
two-dimensional progressive waves at the interface, one finds for the velocity
c2

-

Cl - ez L.
e1+ ez 9%

(14.29)

If one assumes the fluids bounded above and below by planes y =h,
y = - Jzr, respectively, a similar calculation shows
a2

e1- e2 --gm.
= ---.
pl coth +n h, + e2 coth 112h,

and

(14.30)

It is clear from (24.28) and (14.30) that these solutions exist only if e2<er.
The case e2 >el will be discussed later.
A more complicated problem of this type is the following [cf. LAMB (1932,
5 23 I), GREENHILL (1887)]. Suppose there is a solid horizontal bottom at y = - /z,
an interface at y = --d and a free surface at y =O. Then, in addition to (14.27)
at y = -d, @r and Q2 must satisfy
@2tt+g@2y=0

at

Y =O,

@ly=O

at

y=-Jzh.

If one seeks solutions of the form
@,,=(a,coshmy+b,sinhmy)g,(x,z)cos(at+t),
@l=a,coshm(y+?z)~(x,z)cos(at+t),
substitution in the various boundary
between a and m:

conditions

yields the following

relation

+e2] -$-e,[cothmd+cothm(h-d)]

+(e1-e2)

==O.

(14.31)

If ez<el, one may establish that there exist two positive solutions for a2 for
a given m, so that two possible frequencies are possible for a given wave pattern.
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The first solution,
aI, is the same as would be obtained if the two fluids were
identical
(and there is no discontinuity
in ~4 and ze, at the interface) ; the second,
a2, is interpreted
below.
The inequality
ai<aT
holds in general, and one may
establish
-i’i

< {tanh

m d, tanh m (lz - d)} 2 -f-

5 min

1, :t- tanh m h .

(14.33)

If one computes the ratio of the amplitude
of the disturbance
at the interface
to that at the free surface, one finds, no matter whether F, is finite or not,
coshmd

--gmsinhmd.
d

(14.34)

An examination
of the roots of (14.31) shows that the ratio (14.34) is
for the smaller of the two roots and positive for the larger.
Thus, in
tion associated
with the smaller
root, a maximum
of the disturbance
interface
is associated
with a minimum
of that at the free surface,
versa. On the other hand, with the larger root the maxima and minima go
For the values given in (14.32), the ratio becomes
e--md

- A-

and

negative
the soluat the
and vice
together.

emd

e1-

e2

'

respectively.
We note that, although
the first ratio is < 1, the second is in absolute value > 1 if ez (1 + emd) > @I > e2, a condition
satisfied if cl is only slightly
greater than e2. In fact, the ratio may become very large.
For a given wave length and amplitude
of the wave at the free surface one
may also compare the amplitudes
of the two different
modes of motion
at the
interface.
If Ai is the amplitude
associated with the frequency
a,, then for the
case h = CO one finds
e2

el -

which may be either less
It is of some interest
see with the smaller root a2 of
errata implies
that there exists

and that

0%
-=L
gm

e2

I +

tanh

vx d

I -

tanh

vn d ’

than or greater than 1.
to examine somewhat
further
the solution
associated
(14.31). Then, since a,/b, =gm/a2, the inequality
(14.39)
an k, with O< h,< d such that
h

=tanhmh,<tanhmd<l

a2

@,=j/ai-b~coshm(y+h,)p,(x,z)cos(at+t).
Thus the part of the top fluid between y = o and y = - h, behaves as if there
were a solid boundary
at y = -ho;
and, of course, the fluid between y = -h,
and y = -h as if it were between solid boundaries.
If one has selected solutions
for pl which can be combined
to form a progressive
plane wave, then one may
conclude
that the velocity
c2 =a2jm
associated
with this mode of motion
has
an upper bound:

c2=

i

tanhmh,

<.fgd.
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from (14.32) that

<

gd-“l.-t)a

=

e1

= c2 max

Thus for h = COa progressive wave travelling faster than cZmaxwill consist of only
the one mode of motion, i.e. the one associated with a,. If c< cZmax,there may be
two modes of motion excited. This fact is associated with the phenomenon of
“dead-water ” resistance of ships [see LAMB (1916a), EKMAN (1904), SRETENSKII
(f934)l.
For superposed fluids one may also find solutions analogous to (14.20) and
(14.21). Let us suppose that the first (upper) fluid flows to the left with mean
velocity c2 and the second with mean velocity cl. We wish to find the possible
steady periodic profiles of the interface, assuming as usual that the disturbance
is small. The complex velocity potential for each fluid is taken in the form
q (4 = - ~12 + fl(4 >

$2 (4 = - c22 +

fz(2) *

The conditions to be satisfied at the mean common boundary,
c,l Im fi = c;l Im
elc;-lRe{igf,+cTfi}

(14.36)
y = 0, are:

fz,

(14.37)

=e2cz”Re{ig/,+4fi}.

If each fluid extends infinitely

far vertically,

fl = a, eHimz,

then

fz = a,eimx

give a steady-state solution if
a

a1
-E-L
Cl

C.L

and

where a, is the complex conjugate of a2. If the upper fluid is bounded by y =h,
and the lower by y = -hi, then the solution is
fi = a, cos m (2 + i 12,) )

where, letting a,&=oc,$+ipk,
%sinhmh,=

fz = a2 cos m (2 - i 12,) ,

k = 1, 2,
B
82
~coshmh,=Pcoshmh,
%
5

-2sinhmh,,

and
m = qcq%%h

fz?~g@$
1

2 2 coth

m h2 ’

(14.39)

In either case the equation of the interface is given by

SRETENSKII (195213) has considered a three-dimensional analogue of the above
problem in which the direction of flow of one of the fluids makes an angle 6
with that of the other. Thus, take velocity potentials of the following form:

%(x,y,4=-cc,(xcos6+zsin6)
+p2(x,y,x),
=--c,x+pl,(%Y,4.
1

@l(%Y>4
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The following
disturbance
:

are the

boundary

conditions

at the

pBy(x, 0,~) + c2(qz ~0s 6 + rlx sin 8) = 0,
g (el

-

,02) “17=

For

a solution

el cl plr

(xJ

c.4

-

e2 c2 [972X CT a4

64
cos

29 +

interface
+
vzz

c171,

sect. 15.

17(x, Z) for
=

0,

\

(x, 64 sin61.I

small

(14.41)

in the form

~,=A1emYc0s(k1x+k2z),
the following

y&(x,

Surface Waves.

relations

cp2 = A, e+y
must

cos (k, x + k, z) ,

k,2+k;

=wt2,

hold

A 2Al

c2 klcosB+k,sin8
Cl

4

(14.42)

and
~lc~k~+~2c~(k,cos8+k2sin8)2==gm(~l-~2).
These reduce
interface
is

to (14.38)

for 6 =O,

k, =l?zl

y = - A, f)

I 1

as they

should.

The equation

sin (k, x + k, z) .

for the
(14.43)

SRETENSKII studies the properties
of the solution in more detail.
As a further extension of the preceding cases one may consider a time-dependent disturbance
at the interface between two fluids flowing at different
velocities.
This will be treated in the section on stability
of motion.
A natural
generalization
of the two-fluid
system is the n-fluid
system [see
GREENHILL
(1887)] and then the heterogeneous
fluid with density given as a
series
If one assumes a similar expansion for fi and expansions
for U, v, w, and 7 starting
with E, one may derive easily the linearized
equations.
These, discussion of some
periodic
solutions,
and references to the literature
may be found in LAMB (1932,
$ 23 5). GROEN (1948) has shown that the period for simple harmonic
motion
in the linearized
problem
is a monotonic
increasing
function
of the wave length
starting
with the minimum
2nl-eO(y)/g e;(y) for 1= +O. This theorem
has
been generalized
by HEYNA and GROEN (1958) to allow a free upper surface.
GROEN (1950) discusses properties
of internal
waves in an expository
way and
gives further references to the more recent literature.
For some pertinent
theorems about waves in heterogeneous
fluids see Sect. 32/3.
15. Group velocity and the propagation
of disturbances
and of energy.
In the
last section we considered
periodic
waves at a free surface or interface.
In this
section we wish to consider waves of a given but fairly general initial form and
study the way in which they propagate.
Although
this will entail writing
down
the solution to a particular
initial-value
problem, this is of only incidental
interest,
the chief interest being in the history of the form of the free surface or interface.
Initial-value
problems
as such will be treated in more detail later on. In fact,
the remarks below apply equally well to other initial-value
problems, for example,
an initial distribution
of velocity on the surface. What is essential is the resolution
of the subsequent
motion into a set of waves moving to the right and of ones
moving
to the left, as in (15 2).
The property
of the fluid and its boundaries
which is most important
for this
investigation
is the functional
relation
between the frequency
o and the wave
number k. The earlier parts of this chapter have shown that considerable
variation
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is possible in the form of a(k). The two-fluid example with both free surface and
interface gave a doubly valued function. A multiply valued function could have
been obtained with more layers. However, each branch, or the branch, is a decreasing function of k, approaching zero as k -+ 00. When surface tension is taken
into account (see Sect. 24), the form of o(k) for large k changes; it then becomes
an increasing function, behaving like kt. If h is large enough, a(k) decreases
initially, i.e. for k< k,, reaches a minimum at k, and then increases; if h is
small enough o(k) is everywhere increasing. It will be convenient to extend the
definition of o(k) to negative k by setting a(- k) = -a(k).
a) The #ro$agatiow
of an irtitial
elevation.
Let us suppose that at time t =0
the free surface is given by y =q(x, 0) and that the fluid is at rest. How does the
free surface behave subsequently ? One may conveniently think of this as an
initial humping up of the fluid near one point, but this is not essential, We shall
also suppose that 7(x, 0) is sufficiently restricted to allow a Fourier-integral
representation.
In part of what follows we shall also assume it to be square
integrable, i.e. the total available energy is finite, and on occasion that X”JIis
square integrable. Let
“II(x, 0) = .6C (4 cos k x + S (k) sin k X] d k
(15.1)
=:[ew’kxE(k)

dk = 2 ReyepikzE(k)

dk,

0

where
cik)=:-~~(~,(I)coskidr,

S(k)=

--00
E (k) = 2’,- [q (x> 0) eik”dx=:-[C(k)

1

g /;(x,o)sinkxdx,
-bo
+iS(k)].

-w

We shall call E(k) the qbectrum of 17(x, 0). Note that E(- k) = E* (k), the complex
conjugate of E(k) (we change notation temporarily in order to avoid conflict
with the notation for averages introduced below).
A formal solution for @ and ~(x, t) may be written down immediately:
@(X, y, t) = - [z?
0

Y(y)

[C (k) cos k x + S (k) sin k x] sin g t dk

00

I

zFY(y)E(k)e-ik’sinatdk

=-

-ccs
1

F-s

2

17(x, 4 = j?C

co

.

A$%

y(y)

E(k)

[e--i(kx--ot)

-

e-i(kx+ot)]

dk,

’ (15.2)

.I

-cc
(4 coskx+S(k)sinkx]cosotdk

0

03
= /ewik*E(k)cosotdk=G
-cc

hl E(k) [e--i(kx--ot)+
s
-cc

e--i(kx+at)]

dk.

Here Y(y) = cash k (y + h)/sinh k h for a single fluid of depth h, Y(y) = elkfY sgn k
for infinite depth (the peculiar modification of Y for h = 00 is necessary for
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k<o).
However,
more general situations
are allowable
in which, for example,
17(x, t) describes an interface.
The choice of an expression
for CD has been based
upon the kinematic
boundary
condition
@,(x, 0, t) =Q(x,
t) in order not to
exclude the possibility
of surface tension.
For simplicity
we also restrict ourselves
to single-valued
0’s. For more complicated
problems,
such as the two-fluid
problem
with both free surface and interface
discussed in Sect. 146, the freedom
to fix both qi(x, 0) and Q (x, 0) independently
requires the determination
of two
spectra for each surface with relations between them set by (14.34). The remarks
below will still apply to motion resulting
from each spectrum separately.
Finally,
we note that a statement
concerning
specific conditions
to be satisfied by “/I (x, 0)
for the case of a single free surface may be found in a paper by KAMPB
DE FBRIET
and KOTIK
(1953).
It is clear from (15.2) that one may express 7 (x, t) as a sum of two functions,
one, say qx (x, t), representing
a superposition
of waves moving to the right, the
other, Q, waves moving to the left. We consider only Q since similar remarks
apply to Q with x replaced by - x. The spectrum of vR is given by & E(k) eio(k)t,
so that clearly o(k) plays an important
role in the change of shape of qR. Since
each harmonic
component
in qR is moving to the right with velocity o(k)/k, and
since this is not a constant in the cases we have been considering,
the different
components
will move with different
velocities
and we shall expect qR to change
its shape with time, even though moving as a whole to the right.
In order to get some idea of the overall motion it is reasonable
to try to compute an average position
of vR(x, t) and find how this moves.
One must first
decide how to define the average position.
One possibility,
which, as we shall
see presently,
is unsatisfactory
is to use qg itself as the weighting
function,
i.e.
to define

when

this exists,

An easy computation

shows that

zR (t) = %R (0) + g’(o) t >
i.e. the average motion is, on this definition,
independent
of the form of u(k)
except near k =O. For deep-water
gravity waves a’(O) = 00; for depth h, a’(O) =
j/G, the maximum
velocity
[see Eq. (14.15)].
In conformity
with the above
one may define the “spread”
of the hump to be
-[

Lx -

%R @)I”

“IlR b

d dx/-j)R

k,

A computation
shows that this remains constant
definition
of average is unsatisfactory,
as could
as the weighting
function
can become negative.

t,

lix*

in time, when it exists. This
have been expected
inasmuch
We note in passing that

&? (%t,ax=--M
~~R(%
O)dx,
an expression
of conservation
of mass.
Another
possible weighting
function without
ing ease of computation,
is r$ (x, t). We note
-17;

(x, t) dx =-&

(x, o) dx=

this shortcoming,
first that
+ 7~ TE(k)
--co

but still allow-

E* (12) dk.
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